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Abstract
Heck and Erdfelder (2016) developed a model that extends discrete-state multinomial processing tree models to response time
(RT) data. Their model is an important advance, but it does not have a mechanism to produce the speed–accuracy trade-off, the
bedrock empirical observation that rushed decisions are less accurate. I present a similar model, the Bdiscrete-race^model, with a
simple mechanism for the speed–accuracy trade-off. In the model, information that supports detection of the stimulus type is
available for some proportion of items and unavailable for others. Both the amount of time needed for detection to succeed and
the amount of time that the decision maker waits before guessing are variable from trial to trial. Responses are based on detection
when it is available and has a finishing time before the guess time for that trial. In other words, the decision maker sometimes
loses opportunities to respond correctly on the basis of detection by first making a guess. These lost opportunities are more
common when the guess-time distribution tends to have low wait times, which decreases accuracy. I report simulations showing
that the model can accurately recover parameter values and is strongly constrained by the speed–accuracy trade-offs across
conditions with different levels of response caution.
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A complete theory of decision making must account for the
time course of decisions in addition to their accuracy, and
modeling response time (RT) distributions has important prac-
tical benefits such as improving the ability to discriminate
alternative models and providing separate measures of psy-
chologically meaningful processes (e.g., Ratcliff &
McKoon, 2008). In the recognition memory literature, RT
modeling has played a critical role in testing theoretical ac-
counts (e.g., Criss, 2010; Starns, Ratcliff, & White, 2012) and
measuring memory ability (e.g., Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon,
2004). The RT modeling literature has primarily relied on
sequential sampling models such as the diffusion model
(Ratcliff, 1978), the linear ballistic accumulator model
(Brown & Heathcote, 2008), the Poisson race model (Smith
& Van Zandt, 2000), and the RTCON model (Ratcliff &
Starns, 2009). Heck and Erdfelder (2016) recently proposed
a method for extending multinomial processing tree models to
RT data and applied their method to data from a recognition

memory task (see Batchelder & Riefer, 1999, for a
comprehensive discussion of processing tree models).
Although discrete-state theorists had previously tested predic-
tions for RT data (Kellen, Singmann, Vogt, & Klauer, 2015;
Province & Rouder, 2012) and taken some steps toward de-
veloping RTmodels (Hu, 2001), Heck and Erdfelder’s work is
an important advance that will provide the opportunity to
more rigorously test discrete-state models.

One critical test for any RT model is its ability to accom-
modate the speed–accuracy trade-off, the ubiquitous finding
that encouraging people to make quicker decisions decreases
the probability that they will make correct decisions. Speed–
accuracy manipulations have played a large role in testing RT
models, and correctly accounting for the speed–accuracy
trade-off is a critical measurement property of a model. For
example, young adults and older participants differ in their
pace of responding in a recognition task (Ratcliff et al.,
2004), so determining the relative memory ability of the two
groups requires an appropriate model to correct for this differ-
ence in response caution. Sequential-sampling models have
mechanisms to produce a speed–accuracy trade-off, and as a
result the models make specific predictions about how much
accuracy should change for a given change in decision time.
These predictions have been thoroughly tested across a wide
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variety of decision tasks, and the models consistently provide
a close match to data (e.g., Wagenmakers, 2009). In the con-
text of this past work, explaining the speed–accuracy trade-off
is an important goal for discrete-state RT models.

In this comment, I note that the Heck and Erdfelder (2016)
model lacks a speed–accuracy mechanism, and thus cannot
predict how changes in the timing of responding will affect
accuracy. This property of the model has two consequences: It
means (1) that the model cannot be rigorously tested with
response caution manipulations that are common in the RT
modeling literature, such as instructions to emphasize speed
versus accuracy, and (2) that the model cannot provide a per-
formance measure that is independent of response caution. I
will propose a model similar to the Heck and Erdfelder (2016)
model, but with an added mechanism for the speed–accuracy
trade-off, and explain the basis of this trade-off in the model. I
will also present some brief simulation results to show that the
model can be tested with timing manipulations and recovers
parameters accurately.

The Heck and Erdfelder (2016) model

The decision tree structure of the Heck and Erdfelder (2016)
model is the same as the traditional 2HTmodel (as is shown in
their Fig. 2). For studied or Bold^ items, the decision maker
either experiences the Bdetect old^ state (with probability dO)
or the Bguess^ state (with probability 1 – dO), where the for-
mer means that information from memory identified the item
as studied and the latter means that memory failed (Snodgrass
&Corwin, 1988). For nonstudied or Bnew^ items, the decision
maker either experiences the Bdetect new^ state (with proba-
bility dN) or the Bguess^ state (with probability 1 – dN), where
the former means that information is available that rules out
the possibility that the word could have been studied and the
latter means that no such information is available. The proba-
bility of responding Bold^ when guessing is g, and this prob-
ability applies to both studied and nonstudied items. In other
words, the model assumes that a decision maker has no way to
discriminate the two stimulus types in the Bguess^ state.

Heck and Erdfelder (2016) extended the 2HT model to RT
data by specifying an RT distribution associated with
responding based on each possible information state, Bdetect
old,^ Bdetect new,^ and Bguess.^ These distributions can take
any functional form, or the model can have free probability
parameters for the proportion of RTs in binned response cate-
gories. All error responses are based on guessing in the stan-
dard 2HT model, so the predicted RT distributions for errors
are identical to the RT distribution for the guess state. Correct
decisions, in contrast, are a mixture of responses based on
detection and guessing, so the predicted RT distribution is a
mixture of the two distributions for guessing and detection

withmixingweights determined by the detection and guessing
parameters.

In the Heck and Erdfelder (2016) model, changing the RT
distributions associated with each information state has no
effect on accuracy. Like the traditional (accuracy only) 2HT
model, their model predicts that the proportion of correct re-
sponses in a condition is d + (1 – d)*gC, where d is the prob-
ability of detection and gC is the probability of guessing cor-
rectly. Thus, the parameters defining the RT distributions play
no role in the accuracy predictions. This property of the model
means that the model assumptions cannot be tested by manip-
ulating the relative emphasis on accuracy versus speed, a
trademark manipulation in the RT modeling literature (e.g.,
Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Starns, Ratcliff, & McKoon,
2012). The model can accommodate faster responding in
speed-emphasis conditions by shifting the RT distributions,
but this mechanism does not produce the drop in accuracy that
is observed empirically. One could estimate different d param-
eters for speed emphasis and accuracy emphasis to accommo-
date the accuracy change, but this is just a free parameter that
is in no way constrained by the change in RTs across the
emphasis conditions. In contrast, traditional RT models ac-
commodate speed–accuracy manipulations with parameters
that are constrained by the change in both accuracy and RT
across different levels of response caution (e.g., Ratcliff &
Smith, 2004).

The lack of a speed–accuracy mechanism also means that
the model cannot be used as a measurement tool to distinguish
differences in memory ability from differences in response
caution. For example, the model cannot answer questions like
BHow much would performance for young participants im-
prove if they slowed down to the cautious pace observed for
older participants?^ Traditional RT models can answer such
questions, at least in principle, because the speed–accuracy
trade-off is produced by central model mechanisms.

The discrete-race model

A simple way to implement a speed–accuracy trade-off in a
discrete-state model is to assume that early guesses sometimes
preclude later detection. At the beginning of a trial, the deci-
sion maker does not know whether or not detection is avail-
able for the stimulus. As more time passes without successful
detection, the probability that detection is available steadily
declines. At some point in this process, the decision maker
gives up on trying to detect and makes a guess response. I
assume that both the time needed for detection to succeed
and the time at which the participant becomes willing to guess
vary from trial to trial. Participants who are very cautious in
their speed–accuracy trade-off will tend to wait a long time for
detection to succeed, whereas participants who are incautious
will tend to quickly give up on detection. The functional
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detection rate will be lower with incautious responding due to
an increased number of trials in which the participant could
have detected the item but lost their chancewith a quick guess.
I call the model the discrete-race model, because detection
must race against the guess process to determine the response.

Psychologically, the discrete-race model is consistent with
a decision process in which a detection attempt and the selec-
tion of a guess response occur in parallel during a trial.
Successful detection terminates the race and leads to a re-
sponse, whereas the outcome of the guess selection process
does not terminate the race. That is, the finishing time for the
guess process does not represent how long it takes to select a
guess; instead, it represents how long the decisionmaker waits
for detection to succeed before they make a guess response
that they already selected. Alternative processing assumptions
are possible; for example, one could assume that participants
do not begin the guess selection process until they have al-
ready given up on detection, so there is a time period at the end
of guess trials during which detection has no chance of
succeeding. These different alternatives can be explored in
future work, but the present model is a simple starting point.

The discrete-race model has detection and guessing param-
eters as in the accuracy-only 2HT model, but the detection
parameter has a different interpretation. For the RT model, I
will use DAV to identify the proportion of trials for which
detection is available, meaning that information identifying
the stimulus would be retrieved if the decision maker waited
long enough. Unlike the accuracy-only model and the Heck
and Erdfelder (2016) model, this parameter does not uniquely
determine the proportion of responses that are actually based
on detection, which I will denote as DAC. This latter propor-
tion is also influenced by the relative finishing-time distribu-
tions of detection and guessing, because the decision maker
sometimes guesses before detection has succeeded even when
detection is available. In the equations below, I will use gC to
denote the probability that a guess will produce the correct
response. Readers should keep in mind that the g parameter
in the 2HT model is the probability that a guess will be an
Bold^ responses, so gC = g when the equations below are
applied to studied items and gC = (1 – g) when the equations
are applied to nonstudied items.

I chose to model finishing times with ex-Gaussian distribu-
tions, but other forms could be easily substituted. I will denote
the probability density of an ex-Gaussian distribution with γ(t,
μ, σ, λ) and the cumulative probability density with Γ(t, μ, σ,
λ), where t is time; μ and σ are the mean and standard devi-
ation of the Gaussian component, respectively; and λ is the
rate parameter for the exponential component. The distribu-
tion functions and parameters will be subscripted with D or G
to identify the detection or guessing processes. For the equa-
tions below, I will leave out the parameter notations for brev-
ity, but readers should keep in mind that there are three pa-
rameters for each finishing-time distribution.

The cumulative probability of making a correct response at
or before a cutoff time tcut is

∫tcut0 DAV 1−ΓG tð Þ½ �γD tð Þ þ DAV 1−ΓD tð Þ½ �γG tð Þ gC þ 1−DAVð ÞγG tð Þ gC dt

ð1Þ

where DAV is the proportion of trials in which detection is
available, gC is the probability of guessing correctly given that
a guess is made, ΓD and ΓG are the cumulative probability
densities at time t on the distribution of finishing times for
detection and guessing, respectively, and γD and γG are the
probability densities at time t on the distribution of finishing
times for detection and guessing, respectively. In this equation,
each component of the sumwithin the integral is a different way
that a correct response can be made at time t. The first compo-
nent represents trials for which detection succeeds before a
guess is made and produces a response at time t. This occurs
when detection is available (with probability DAV), a guess has
not been made before time t [with probability 1 – ΓG(t)], and
detection succeeds at time t [with probability density γD(t)].
The second component represents trials for which a correct
guess is made at time t before detection succeeds. This occurs
when detection is available (with probability DAV), detection
has not succeeded by time t [with probability 1 –ΓD(t)], a guess
is made at time t [with probability density γG(t)], and the guess
is correct (with probability gC). The third component represents
trials for which detection is not available (with probability 1 –
DAV), a guess is made at time t [with probability density γG(t)],
and the guess is correct (with probability gC). Adding the com-
ponents gives the overall probability density for a correct re-
sponse at time t, and integrating from 0 to tcut gives the proba-
bility of a correct response before time tcut.

The cumulative probability of making an error response at
or before a cutoff time tcut is

∫tcut0 DAV 1−ΓD tð Þ½ �γG tð Þ 1− gCð Þ þ 1−DAVð ÞγG tð Þ 1− gCð Þ dt ð2Þ

where all symbols have the same meaning as in Eq. 1. Each
component of the sum within the integral is a different way
that an error response can be made at time t. The first compo-
nent represents trials for which an incorrect guess is made at
time t before detection succeeds. This occurs when detection
is available (with probability DAV), detection has not
succeeded by time t [with probability 1 – ΓD(t)], a guess is
made at time t [with probability density γG(t)], and the guess
is an error (with probability 1 – gC). The second component
represents trials for which detection is unavailable (with prob-
ability 1 – DAV), a guess is made at time t [with probability
density γG(t)], and the guess is an error (with probability 1 –
gC). Adding the components gives the overall probability den-
sity for an error response at time t, and integrating from 0 to
tcut gives the probability of an error before time tcut. As in the
accuracy-only 2HT model, all errors are produced by guesses.
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However, in the RT version this includes a mixture of trials in
which detection was available (but did not succeed before the
guess) and trials in which detection could not occur.

The overall proportion of correct and error responses can
be found by integrating the equations above from zero to
infinity. Another method to define predicted accuracy is to
calculate the probability that responses are based on detection
and use this probability to calculate accuracy with the standard
2HT equation. The probability of responding on the basis of
detection is

DAC ¼ DAV ∫γG tð Þ ΓD tð Þ dt ð3Þ

where DAC is the proportion of trials actually based on de-
tection (as opposed to the proportion in which detection is
available) and all other symbols have the same meaning as in
Eqs. 1 and 2. The probability of responding on the basis of
detection is the probability that detection is available, DAV,
times the probability that detection succeeds before the time
when the decision maker gives up on detection and makes a
guess (the integral in Eq. 3). The terms inside the integral are
the probability that a guess will be made at time t [γG(t)] and
the probability that the detection process will succeed before
time t [ΓD(t)], and multiplying gives the probability that the
participant would have made a guess at time t but didn’t
because the detection time was less than t. Integrating across
all of the possible guess times gives the total probability that
detection succeeds before a guess. Thus, the probability of
detection depends on both the DAV parameter and the relative
finishing times for detection and guessing.

Figure 1 shows an example speed–accuracy function gen-
erated by the model across four values of the Gaussian
mean of the guessing-time distribution (see the figure cap-
tion for other parameter values). Panels A and B show the
.1, .5, and .9 quantiles of the RT distribution for correct and
error responses, respectively, and Panel C shows the propor-
tions of correct responses. The RT distributions are appro-
priately right-skewed (i.e., the .1 and .5 quantiles are closer
than the .5 and .9 quantiles). This is not surprising, given
the choice of ex-Gaussian finishing-time distributions. As
the Gaussian mean of the guessing-time distribution in-
creases, accuracy increases and RTs get slower for both
correct and error responses. The RT distributions also in-
crease in spread for slower guess times. Although this is
easier to see for the correct RTs, it holds for the error RTs
as well. Different distribution patterns are possible with dif-
ferent changes to the guessing-time distribution; for exam-
ple, one could represent greater response caution by increas-
ing the exponential rate instead of the Gaussian mean or by
changing both the Gaussian mean and the standard devia-
tion. However, the general pattern of an increase in accuracy
for slower guess times holds regardless of how the change
in guess times is achieved.

Parameter recovery with a caution
manipulation

One advantage of adding a speed–accuracy trade-off to the
model is that the model can be tested by response caution
manipulations, such as asking participants to emphasize speed
or accuracy in their responding. To explore whether caution
manipulations are indeed a strong test of the model, I simulat-
ed data from the model across conditions promoting cautious
or incautious responding (the R code for all simulations is
available on the Open Science Framework project “Adding a
Speed–Accuracy Tradeoff to Discrete-State Models^: Starns,
2018). The caution manipulation was modeled by changing
the distribution of guess times while holding the other model
parameters constant. Data for both studied and nonstudied
items were simulated within each caution condition, so there
were four conditions in total. I set up the simulations to mimic
the type of multiple-session experiment that is frequently used
to test RT models, so each simulated participant had 3,000
trials evenly divided amongst the four conditions. Following
the popular chi-squared fitting method for RTmodels (Ratcliff
& Tuerlinckx, 2002), I fit the proportion of responses in RT
bins defined by the .1, .3, .5, .7, and .9 quantiles of each RT
distribution in the simulated data. This results in six frequen-
cies each for both correct and error responses in a given con-
dition, so each condition has 12 total frequencies and 11 de-
grees of freedom (one is lost because the 12 frequencies must
sum to the total number of trials). Thus, the simulated data sets
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Fig. 1 Example speed–accuracy trade-off function produced by varying the
mean of the Gaussian component of the finishing-time distribution for
guessing (μG) in the discrete-race model. (a) The .1, .5., and .9 quantiles
of the RT distribution for correct responses. (b) The same quantiles for
errors. (c) Proportions of correct responses. Predictions are shown for
target trials with the following parameters: DAV-O = .75, g = .5, μDO = .6,
σD = .05, λD = .2, σG = .05, and λG = .2
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had 44 degrees of freedom across the four conditions (targets
and lures with speed and accuracy emphasis instructions).

I made the following parameter restrictions for fits to the
simulated data: (1) the proportion of trials with available detec-
tion was equal for cautious and incautious responding (i.e., I
assumed an experiment in which speed or accuracy emphasis is
cued after identical learning phases); (2) parameters for the
detection finishing-time distribution were equal for cautious
and incautious responding (in other words, the time needed to
retrieve information from memory is a fundamental property of
the system not under strategic control); (3) the finishing-time
distributions for Bdetect old^ and Bdetect new^ have equal σ
and λ parameters, meaning that they have the same shape and
spread (but they do not have to have the same position as μ
could vary between them); (4) parameters for the guess
finishing-time distribution are equal for studied and nonstudied
items (this must be true because the decision maker cannot
discriminate item types in this state); and (5) the guess
finishing-time distributions have equal σ and λ parameters for
cautious and incautious responding, meaning that they have the
same shape and spread (but they can vary in position due to
changes in μ). Parameter values used for each simulated data
set were randomly drawn from uniform distributions covering a
wide range of plausible values. Specifically, the DAV and g
parameters could range from .2 to .8, the μ parameter for target
detection ranged from .4 to .8 s, the μ parameter for lure detec-
tion was the target detection μ plus a deviate ranging from –
0.05 to 0.05 s, the μ parameter for guessing was the target
detection u plus a deviate ranging from 0.15 to 0.5 s, the σ
parameters for detection had a lower bound of .05 and an upper
bound of 1/5 of the minimum detection μ value for that param-
eter set, the σ parameter for guessing was the σ parameter for
target detection plus a deviate ranging from – 0.02 to 0.020 s,
the λ parameters for detection ranged from 1/10 to 1/3, and the
λ parameter for guessing was the λ for target detection plus a
deviate ranging from 0 to .05.

The model was fit to two versions of each simulated data
set: an unaltered version and a Bshifted^ version in which the
RT distributions for correct Bold^ and Bnew^ responses were
each shifted up by 100 ms in the cautious condition. Fits to the
unaltered data will provide information about whether the
model can accurately recover parameter values. The purpose
of the shifted data is to artificially alter the relative position of
RT distributions for correct and error responses to see if this
impacts the model’s ability to match the effect of caution on
accuracy. The relative finishing times for detection and guess-
ing in the accuracy condition should determine the extent to
which becoming less cautious will impact accuracy. If detec-
tion is much faster than guessing (relative to the variability in
each process), then a moderate speed-up in the guessing pro-
cess will have a relatively small effect on accuracy. If detec-
tion and guess times are more similar, then a moderate speed-
up in guessing will have a relatively large effect on accuracy.

The simulations will show whether the relative position of the
correct and error RT distribution in the accuracy condition
strongly tests this property of the model. If a strong test is
possible, then the fits should be substantially worse for the
shifted data than for the unaltered data, and the model should
consistently misestimate the size of the effect of caution on
accuracy in fits to the shifted data.

Figure 2 shows the parameter recovery for the fits to the
unaltered versions of 500 simulated data sets.1 The x-axis on
each plot is the true parameter value used to generate the data,
and the y-axis is the best-fitting parameter values from fits to
the simulated data sets. The plot points are concentrated on the
positive diagonal, demonstrating accurate recovery of the pa-
rameter values.2 The value displayed on the top-left corner of
each plot is the proportion of variance in the fit parameter
values accounted for by a model in which the predicted fit
values are equal to the true parameter values (i.e., the predic-
tion function is a line with an intercept of 0 and a slope of 1).
These values are generally close to 1, indicating very accurate
parameter recovery. Recovery was not quite as good for the
parameters governing the shape and spread of the detection
finishing-time distribution, σD and λD.

Fits to the data sets with altered RT distributions supported
the claim that the model is strongly constrained by the relation-
ship between RT and accuracy. First, altering the data substan-
tially worsened the model fit, with an average G2 value of 129,
as compared to 33 for the unaltered data. Second, altering the
RT data led to misses in the accuracy predictions, demonstrat-
ing the convergent constraints placed on themodel by these two
forms of data. Notably, the drop in accuracy (percent correct)
from the cautious to incautious conditions was .11 for the sim-
ulated data, .12 in fits to the unaltered data, and .16 in fits to the
altered data. Thus, shifting up the correct RT distributions in the
cautious condition made the model overestimate the accuracy
difference between the cautious and incautious conditions. This
pattern makes sense when one considers the constraints on the
model: The relative speeds of correct and error responses con-
strain the finishing times for detection and guessing, and artifi-
cially slowing the correct responses so that the correct and error
RTs are more similar must be accommodated by increasing the
overlap between the detection and guess finishing-time distri-
butions. This increased overlap means that speeding up the
guess times to accommodate the faster RTs in the incautious
condition leads to more missed opportunities for detection—
and a larger drop in accuracy—than would be the case if the

1 I excluded the results from four data sets (less than 1%) for which the fitting
program failed to converge on the best-fitting values, identified by the fact that
theG2 value for the Bbest-fitting^ parameters was higher than the value for the
parameters that had generated the data. In fits to empirical data, these failures
to converge can be prevented by running several fits for each data set with
different starting values.
2 I am not claiming that the parameters of the full discrete-race model are
identifiable for all data sets, but these results show that recovery is very good
in a situation representing a typical RT-modeling experiment.
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detection finishing times were faster (as in the unaltered data).
Overall, fits to the altered data show that the model is not
flexible enough to accommodate fake data and that the conver-
gent constraints imposed by accuracy and RT data are a critical
factor in limiting the model’s flexibility.

Separating accuracy and caution effects

In the recovery simulations above, detection parameters were
held constant across different levels of response caution,
representing an experiment in which speed–accuracy empha-
sis is post-cued after identical encoding conditions. I ran a
follow-up simulation to address the question of whether the
model can discriminate changes in detection from changes in
response caution when both types of parameter are allowed to
freely vary. The goal is to explore whether the model can be
used as a tool to uniquely estimate memory and caution ef-
fects for manipulations that might affect either or both pro-
cesses. The simulation details were exactly as above, except
that different DAV-O and DAV-N parameters were sampled for
the two speed–accuracy emphasis conditions, and the model
fit to each simulated data set allowed the DAV-O and DAV-N

parameters to vary across these conditions. If the model can

discriminate changes in detection and response caution, then
the estimated detection effect should closely match the actual
effect in the parameters that generated the data without being
affected by the extent of the response caution effect (i.e., how
much the guessing-time distribution shifts between emphasis
conditions). Moreover, the estimated guess-time effect should
closely match the actual effect regardless of the extent to
which detection changes across conditions. If the model can-
not fully discriminate the two processes, then estimates for
the effect of one will be affected by changing the other; for
example, the estimated increase in detection across conditions
might be larger than the actual increase when there is also a
large shift in the guess times contributing to increased accu-
racy for the more cautious condition.

I randomly sampled 1,000 parameter sets, generated data
from each parameter set with the same trial numbers as the
first simulation, and refit the simulated data with the model.
To determine whether the model could estimate changes in
both processes across conditions, I evaluated the sizes of the
caution effects in DAV-O, DAV-N, and μG for each data set.
Even with guess times and detection both varying across
conditions, the model accurately recovered changes in both
processes: the correlation between true and estimated effect
sizes was .97 for DAV-O, .97 for DAV-N, and .98 for μG.
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Fig. 2 Results from the parameter recovery simulation with a speed–
accuracy manipulation. The x-axes are the true parameter values used to
generate the simulated data, and the y-axes are the best-fitting parameter
values in fits to those simulated data. The value on each plot is the r2 for a
model in which the predicted best-fitting parameter value is the true
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the detection finishing-time distributions of old and new items,
respectively; σD is the standard deviation in the Gaussian component of
the detection finishing-time distributions; λD is the rate of the exponential
component of the detection finishing-time distributions; μG-ACC and μG-

SPD are the means for the guess finishing-time distributions with accuracy
versus speed emphasis instructions (cautious vs. incautious responding);
σG is the standard deviation in the Gaussian component of the guess
finishing-time distributions; and λD is the rate of the exponential
component of the guess finishing-time distributions
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Moreover, the results showed no indication that changing
one process across the caution conditions affected estimates
for the effect size of the other process. The six possible
pairings of the true effect size in one parameter and the
estimated effect size in another parameter had correlations
ranging from – .03 to .04, demonstrating that having a small
versus a large effect in guess times did not impact the esti-
mated effect on detection, and vice versa. These results dem-
onstrate that the model can uniquely identify effects on de-
tection and response caution, at least for data that conform to
the assumptions of the model.

Single-session simulations

The simulations above have several features that facilitate ac-
curate parameter estimation, like data sets that include many
trials per participant and multiple speed–accuracy conditions.
The present simulations explore parameter recovery with trial
numbers typical of a single-session experiment (80 target and
80 lure trials per participant) and a minimal condition structure
for recognition (only targets and lures with no extra condi-
tions). I began by simulating 1000 data sets with the same
parameter ranges as the simulations above. Data sets with
fewer than ten observations defining any of the empirical RT
distributions were excluded from fits, which eliminated 0.8%
of the sample. The results showed decent estimation of the
detection and guessing parameters, with r2 values of .56 for
DAV-O, .59 for DAV-N, and .67 for g.

3 The parameters defining
the position of the RT distributions were also estimated rela-
tively well, with r2 values of .71 for μDO, .69 for μDN, and .93
for μG. However, parameters defining the spread and shape of
the RT distributions were poorly estimated, with r2 values of
.17 for σD, .03 for λD, .36 for σG, and .58 for λG. The guess RT
parameters have more precise estimates because error trials
have to be guesses, so the error RTs place tight constraints
on the guess times. In contrast, correct RTs can reflect either
guessing or detection, making it more difficult to uniquely
define the detection finishing times. In light of these results,
I recommend that fits to a Bstandard^ recognition experiment
should not be used for research questions that depend on ac-
curate estimation of the RT parameters, but fits to a standard
design should be effective for research questions focused on
the detection and/or guessing parameters.

In fact, applying the RT model instead of an accuracy-only
2HT model can improve estimation of detection parameters
in a standard recognition design even if some of the RT pa-
rameters estimate poorly. With accuracy-only data from a

minimal recognition design, the standard 2HT model cannot
estimate separate detection parameters for targets and lures. A
common practice in this case is to measure accuracy with hits
minus false alarms (H – F), which measures the detection
probability for both targets and lures under the assumption
that the two values are equal (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988).
The 2HT version of the discrete-race model does not have to
assume equal detection for targets and lures; instead, it can
potentially discriminate whether unequal accuracy for the two
item types is based on unequal detection probabilities or
guessing biases on the basis of the different RT profiles of
detection and guessing. To explore this potential advantage of
fitting RT data in addition to accuracy, I conducted follow-up
simulations in which I systematically manipulated either the
target or lure detection rates. I kept the trial numbers at 80
targets and 80 lures and used the same parameter ranges as
above for all parameters except the one that systematically
varied across simulation runs. In one set of simulations, the
detection parameter for targets varied across four levels with
ranges of .20–.35, .35–.50, .50–.65, and .65–.80. In another,
the detection parameter for lures varied with the same ranges.
I simulated 250 data sets for each level and randomly sam-
pled 25 of these data sets to define a simulated experiment. In
total, I resampled the data sets 20 times to create 20 simulated
experiments that each had 25 simulated participants. From
each simulated experiment, I calculated the average of the
detection parameters for targets and lures as well as the aver-
age H – F measure. Thus, the results will be representative of
conclusions drawn from average parameter values in a typical
recognition experiment.

Figure 3 shows the results. Plots A–C show simulations in
which the target detection parameter varied, with the true
average target detection parameters (DAV-O) on the x-axis
and average parameter values from the fits on the y-axis.
Plots A and B reveal that the RT model successfully distin-
guished target and lure detection, since the average target
detection parameter from fits closely tracked the true values
(other than a slight overestimation when the true value was
low), whereas the lure detection parameter did not systemat-
ically vary across levels of target detection. Plot C shows that
the H – F measure does not perform as well. The poor
estimation for this measure is based on two properties: (1)
It is influenced by lure detection in addition to target detec-
tion, so it is relatively insensitive to changes in target detec-
tion if lure detection is held constant, and (2) it generally
underestimates the proportion of trials with available detec-
tion, because the accuracy-only model has no mechanism to
accommodate trials in which detection was available but was
precluded by a faster guess. Plots D–F show the set of sim-
ulations with the lure detection parameter varying (DAV-N).
Again, the RT fits correctly identified changes in detection
for the two stimulus types, with the lure detection parameter
varying across levels of true lure detection but with no

3 These r2 values are from a model in which the predicted fit parameter values
are equal to the true parameter values (i.e., the prediction function is a line with
a slope of 1 and an intercept of 0).
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systematic variation in the target detection parameter. Again,
H – F tracked the variation in true lure detection fairly poor-
ly.4 Thus, fitting RT distributions in addition to accuracy can
improve estimation of the detection parameters and distin-
guish changes in target versus lure detection.

Differences in guessing RTs

For the simulations reported above, I assumed that the
finishing-time distributions for guessing were the same for
the two responses. Psychologically, this means that the partic-
ipant waits the same amount of time before making a guess,
regardless of whether the guess is Bold^ or Bnew.^ Assuming
equal guess times is reasonable for unbiased responding, but
manipulations that introduce an overall bias toward one re-
sponse have a large effect on RTs; that is, responses consistent
with the bias are faster for both correct responses and errors
(e.g., Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008).

The model can be easily extended to accommodate such
guessing effects by specifying separate guess-time distributions
for Bold^ and Bnew^ responses such that the response consis-
tent with bias tends to have shorter guess times. One possible

implementation would involve a three-way race between detec-
tion, guessing Bnew,^ and guessing Bold.^ However, I propose
a simpler model with amixture of Bguess old^ and Bguess new^
trials that have different finishing-time distributions.
Psychologically, this means that, on each trial, participants com-
mit to guessing Bold^ or Bnew^ at some point relatively early in
the trial, and they allow different amounts of time for detection
to succeed on the basis of which response they plan to guess. If
they plan to guess the response consistent with the prevailing
bias, then they wait less time for detection to succeed because
their guess is likely to be correct anyway. If they plan to guess
the response that contradicts the prevailing bias, then they give
detection more time to succeed given that the guess will have a
high risk of being incorrect.

Predictions from this model can still be defined by the
equations above with the following procedure: solve Eqs. 1
and 2 separately for Bold^-guess trials and Bnew^-guess trials
using the appropriate distribution for guess finishing times,
then take the average of the two trial types weighted by the
proportion of Bold^-guess trials (g) and the proportion of
Bnew^-guess trials (1 – g). To be clear, Bold^-guess and
Bnew^-guess trials are defined by the response that the partic-
ipant plans to guess if detection fails, but sometimes detection
will succeed fast enough and the response will not actually be
a guess. This property means that g cannot be interpreted as
the proportion of guesses that receive Bold^ responses when
the finishing-time distributions are different for Bold^- and
Bnew^-guess trials. Instead, g is the proportion of trials in
which the participant would guess Bold^ if they make a guess.

4 Of course, the H – F parameter would perform better if the simulations
were restricted to parameter sets in which target and lure detection were
equal. However, fits to recognition receiver operating characteristic data
indicate that target and lure detection are generally unequal (e.g., Kellen,
Klauer, & Bröder, 2013).
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Fig. 3 Average detection parameters from simulations without a speed–
accuracy manipulation. The x-axes are the mean detection parameters
used to generate data, and the y-axes are the mean detection measures,
where the means are taken across the 25 simulated participants in each

data set. Plots A–C (vs. D–F) show the results from a set of four
simulations in which the target (vs. the lure) detection parameter varied
systematically. BH – F^ denotes hits minus false alarms
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For example, say g = .75 and finishing times tend to be faster
for Bold^ than for Bnew^ guesses. In this case, guessing has a
better chance of finishing before detection on Bold^- than on
Bnew^-guess trials. Say that guessing determines the response
on .8 of the Bold^-guess trials and .6 of the Bnew^-guess trials.
Out of all trials, .75 × .8 = .6 of responses will be Bold^
guesses, and .25 × .6 = .15 of responses will be Bnew^
guesses. Thus, out of the .75 total guess trials, .6/.75 = .8 are
Bold^ responses, a value greater than g (.75).

Strengths and weaknesses of different
approaches

Along with the discrete-race model and the Heck and
Erdfelder (2016) model, Klauer and Kellen (2018) have de-
veloped a version of multinomial processing tree models ca-
pable of fitting full RT distributions. These approaches are
suited to different research questions, and exploring all of
them will be crucial to progress in discrete-state RT modeling.
The primary advantage of the discrete-race model is the fact
that it incorporates speed–accuracy mechanisms, which the
other two models lack. However, the model’s ability to dis-
criminate changes in evidence quality and changes in response
caution rely on specific processing assumptions that must be
tested, and the discrete-race model also has other limitations
relative to the alternative models, as discussed below.

The Klauer and Kellen (2018) model assumes that a se-
quence of processes with discrete outcomes unfolds serially
on each trial, and the model specifies finishing-time distribu-
tions for each process in the sequence. Thus, this model can
potentially address questions about the duration of individual
cognitive processes, such as the length of time needed to de-
tect a studied item. In contrast, the Heck and Erdfelder model
associates RT distributions with each possible evidence state
without specifying times for component processing leading up
to the states. Thus, this model cannot isolate the duration of
specific cognitive processes, but it has the advantage of po-
tentially accommodating a wide variety of different process-
ing sequences. The discrete-race model can estimate the
length of time from the beginning of a trial until detection
succeeds or the participant gives up on detection and responds
on the basis of guessing, but it cannot be used to estimate the
precise durations of these component processes. For example,
the Klauer and Kellen model has a parameter for how long it
takes to select which response to guess, whereas the discrete-
race model can only estimate how long participants wait be-
fore making a guess, which is plausibly a much longer dura-
tion (i.e., just because people know what they want to guess
doesn’t mean they are ready to give up on detection).

A unique advantage of the Heck and Erdfelder (2016) mod-
el is the ability to use nonparametric RT distributions by es-
tablishing a set of RT bins and parameterizing the probability

that RTs will fall in each bin. This approach will not work for
the discrete-race model, because the model has to have a way
to determine which process had an earlier finishing time on
every trial, requiring continuous distributions of finishing
times for both detection and guess times. The binning
approach also cannot be used for the Klauer and Kellen
(2018) model, because the predicted RTs are derived by
adding component RTs across a number of processing stages.
Thus, the latter two approaches must make parametric as-
sumptions about finishing-time distributions, and conclusions
based on these models might not be valid if the distributional
assumptions are incorrect.

The alternative models also likely differ in how easily they
can be adapted to more complex paradigms (and the elaborated
discrete-state models associated with these paradigms). Both the
Heck and Erdfelder (2016) and Klauer and Kellen (2018)
models are presented in a format that can be easily extended to
different multinomial processing tree structures (see, e.g., Heck
& Erdfelder, 2017, for an application of their model to the
recognition heuristic). Such an extension would be more com-
plex for the discrete-race model, given that adding new process-
es requires decisions about whether all processes can occur in
parallel and which processes take precedence in ending the race
and determining the response. For example, in a model for both
recognition and source decisions (e.g., Batchelder & Riefer,
1990), the time needed for source detection to succeed should
reasonably be related to the time needed for item detection to
succeed across trials, perhaps even to the extent that the Bclock^
for source detection doesn’t begin until item detection succeeds.
However, the exact method of achieving this relationship is an
open question. For another example, in a model with both fa-
miliarity and recollection-based retrieval (Brainerd, Gomes, &
Moran, 2014), should successful familiarity-based retrieval ter-
minate the race and prompt a response, or should there be extra
time to allow recollection-based retrieval to potentially succeed?
I will not attempt to answer these questions here; instead, I leave
them to be addressed on a case-by-case basis in future research.

Discrete processes and sequential sampling
models

Sequential-sampling models have traditionally relied on contin-
uous evidence representations (e.g., Ratcliff & Smith, 2004), but
a recent model proposed by Donkin, Nosofsky, Gold, and
Shiffrin (2013) combines discrete-state representations with a
particular sequential sampling model, the linear ballistic accu-
mulator (LBA) model (Brown & Heathcote, 2008). The model
was applied to a visual working memory task in which partici-
pants decided whether or not the stimulus at a probed location
changed from an earlier presentation. The model has an accu-
mulator for each available response (Bchange^ or Bno change^),
and a response is triggered when the amount of evidence in an
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accumulator reaches a response criterion. The model assumes
that a subset of trials are Bguess^ trials in which the average
accumulation rate across trials is equal for the two accumulators
and the remaining trials are Bmemory^ trials in which the accu-
mulation rates are determined by the stimulus presented (e.g.,
the Bchange^ accumulator will tend to have a higher accumula-
tion rate than the Bno-change^ accumulator when the probe is
different than the encoding stimulus). Thus, the distribution of
accumulation rates across trials is a discrete mixture of two
different trial types.

Although this is similar in some ways to the present ap-
proach, there are some key theoretical differences. For exam-
ple, the discrete LBA model uses continuous evidence to se-
lect responses on both memory and guess trials; that is, the
information that triggers a decision is the position of the ac-
cumulators, a continuous variable. Further, decision makers
are assumed to have full access to the continuous information
represented in the accumulators, as the model allows the de-
cision criteria to be placed at any value of accumulated evi-
dence and to vary freely across conditions that should affect
response caution or response biases. In contrast, decisions in
the discrete-race model are based on a limited number of ev-
idence states (three for a 2HT version). In other words, the
discrete-race model selects a response based on discrete infor-
mation, whereas the discrete LBAmodel is a continuous mod-
el with a discrete distribution of trial types.

Of course, this is not a criticism of the discrete LBAmodel,
and it is possible that decisions in some tasks are informed by
continuous evidence within trials with a discrete mixture of
processes across trials. Indeed, Donkin et al. (2013) show that
their model outperforms several alternatives for their visual
working memory data. An interesting goal for future work is
to compare the Donkin et al. model to models that assume
discrete evidence states, such as the discrete-race model, the
Heck and Erdfelder (2016) model, and the Klauer and Kellen
(2018) model.

Nonrace time

Sequential-sampling models include a parameter for nondeci-
sion time, which represents the time needed for basic stimulus
processing before the decision process can begin and the time
needed to overtly respond after a response alternative has been
selected (Ratcliff, 1978). The discrete-race model does not
have separate nondecision time parameters, because the
finishing-time distributions represent the time between the
beginning of the trial and the point at which the participant
responds on the basis of detection or a guess. The actual re-
sponse time for a trial is the finishing time for the earliest
process. As such, the finishing-time distributions already in-
clude time for initial stimulus processing and motor execution
of a response.

However, researchers using the discrete-race model need to
consider something I will call the Bnonrace^ time. In
discussing the impact of nonrace time, I will delineate three
types of distributions: (1) race-time distributions, which rep-
resent the period of time in which the participant is consider-
ing which response to make; (2) nonrace-time distributions,
which represent any time during a trial in which the participant
is not considering which response to make; and (3) finishing-
time distributions, which are parameterized in the model and
represent the sum of race and nonrace times. One possible
contribution to nonrace time is any delay between the objec-
tive beginning of the trial and the point at which the participant
realizes that the trial has begun. Another contribution is the
delay between making an irreversible commitment to a re-
sponse and actually making the overt response. Although the
participant may continue to consider which response is correct
up to and even past the overt response, consideration is
functionally over when further information cannot alter the
response. For example, a participant who detects that an item
was studied after initiating the motor process for guessing
BNot Studied^ might fail to suppress the motor response and
end up responding incorrectly.

Fortunately, the average duration of nonrace processes has
no impact on the model’s predictions. If a constant nonrace
time is assumed on every trial, then the distributions of race
time are just the finishing-time distributions shifted by this
constant. This shifting affects both the detection and guess
finishing-time distributions equally, so it does not affect which
one wins the race on each trial. Variability in nonrace time,
however, can affect the model’s predictions. To illustrate why
variability matters, consider two sets of finishing-time distri-
butions for which the average detection time is faster than the
average guess time. In Set A, all of the variability in finishing
times comes from the race time. Set B has the same total
variability as Set A, but a portion of this variability comes
from nonrace time. Since the variance of the finishing times
is the sum of the race and nonrace variance, the variability in
race times must be lower in Set B than in Set A. This de-
creased variability means that there is less overlap in the de-
tection and guess race-time distributions, and detection is
more likely to succeed than for Set A. Although it can theo-
retically affect model predictions, nonrace variability has a
negligible effect as long as the variability in nonrace time is
small in relation to the total variability in response times. If the
potential effects of variability in nonrace time are a source of
concern for a particular research question, then the model can
be extended to incorporate this process. In such an extended
model, the extent of variability in nonrace times can be direct-
ly estimated if there are multiple conditions with different
paces of responding. Alternatively, variability in nonrace time
could be estimated by evaluating the variability of RTs in a
simple reaction time task; that is, a task in which participants
make a single response as quickly as possible after the onset of
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a stimulus. This task closely matches the components contrib-
uting to nonrace time in a decision task; specifically, identify-
ing that a stimulus has appeared and executing a motor
response.

Conclusion

The Heck and Erdfelder (2016) model is an important advance
that will hopefully encourage more widespread consideration of
RT distributions in discrete-state research. Their model will like-
ly prove useful for investigating a variety of research questions
in the memory and decision making literature, but it cannot
predict the magnitude of speed–accuracy trade-offs. The
discrete-race model presented here is similar to the Heck and
Erdfelder model, except that guessing can lead to missed oppor-
tunities for detection. This competition between detection and
guessing produces a speed–accuracy trade-off that places strong
constraints on the ability of the model to fit data, as demonstrat-
ed by the poor fits to simulated data sets with artificially shifted
RT distributions. Fits to unaltered data show that the discrete-
race model recovers all parameters accurately with trial numbers
typical of multiple-session experiments. The parameters defin-
ing the variability and shape of finishing-time distributions esti-
mate poorly with the low trial numbers that are more typical for
single-session experiments, but the model accurately recovers
separate estimates of target detection, lure detection, and guess-
ing even with low trial numbers.
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